There have been several algorithms proposed for multisensor tracking of multiple objects using a centralized processing architecture, but because of considerations such as reliability, survivability, and communication bandwidth, distributed processing architectures are often the only alternative. The distributed fusion problem is more complex than the centralized fusion problem due to correlation across track estimates for the same object. We propose an approach for distributed sensor fusion that bypasses this correlation problem and allows previously developed centralized fusion methods to be employed after a measurement reconstruction procedure. Limitations and assumptions are discussed, and simulation results are presented to demonstrate the performances obtained with this approach.
Introduction
Multisensor fusion algorithms for tracking multiple objects have applications in air tra c control, tactical air defense, robotics, computer vision, and other systems where measurements from multiple sensors are used to estimate the states (position, velocity, etc.) of multiple objects. Previous e orts in developing multisensor fusion algorithms for a centralized architecture, where measurements from all sensors are sent to the central processor, have shown that signi cant gains in performance are possible with using multiple sensors 14, 15] . Employment of centralized or measurement-level fusion, however, requires greater computational resources at the central processor than for a distributed architecture. In a centralized architecture, greater demands are also placed on communication resources to transmit all measurements from all sensors to the central processor, compared with only transmitting the track esti- mates in a distibuted architecture. Further, centralized or measurement-level fusion architectures lack the inherent survivability characteristics of a more distributed architecture. Thus, although centralized fusion yields better performance, distributed sensor fusion is often the only option given the available computational and communication resources. In a distributed processing architecture, the sensors supply data to a set of local processors/nodes that are connected by a communication network, as shown in Figure 1 , where the local nodes process the local sensor data and exchange processing results with other nodes. Each node collects data from one or more sensors, performs tracking functions using the local sensor data, and communicates the processing results to other nodes according to some communication strategy. The receiving node then integrates or fuses the information from other nodes with its local information to arrive at a better estimate. Further, there may be a global processor that receives processed data from each of the local processors and computes a global estimate of all the objects to be tracked.
In this paper, we consider a more speci c processing architecture, shown in Figure 2 . Each sensor supplies measurements to its own local processor, the local processors use the local sensor data to compute track estimates and transmit results to the central processor, and the central or global processor correlates and merges the local estimates to provide a single global estimate of each track. Extensions of our current results to the more general architecture of Figure 1 are a subject of future work. The distributed fusion problem is more complex than the centralized fusion problem. First, although measurement errors due to one sensor are independent from those due to other sensors, the track estimates corresponding to the same target that are computed by the di erent local processors are correlated due to the common process noises a ecting the target dynamics 1, 8] . This correlation can be taken into account in the processing, but it forces additional complexity. Second, depending upon the data association and estimation algorithms used by the local processors, a new fusion algorithm may need to be derived for the central processor to yield \optimal" performance for that particular architecture. A multiple-hypothesis approach for distributed sensor tracking has been presented in 10, 11] . In 9], the distributed fusion problem was addressed assuming that the Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) 2] and Kalman ltering algorithms are used by the local processors as well as by the global processor. In this paper, we propose a general approach for distributed fusion that is applicable for a variety of data association and ltering algorithms being used by the local and central processors. Using this approach, several previously developed centralized fusion methods can be employed by the global processor in the distributed architecture of Figure 2 after a measurement reconstruction procedure. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the target dynamics and measurement equations are de ned. In section 3, the measurement reconstruction technique is described. Section 4 discusses how centralized fusion algorithms can be applied to distributed fusion architectures using the measurement reconstruction technique. Simulation results using this measurement reconstruction approach for distributed or track-level fusion are presented in section 5.
In section 6, we analyze and compare the computational and communication requirements for multisensor fusion with the distributed architecture of Figure 2 and with a centralized architecture. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 7.
Multisensor Multitarget Tracking
Consider the problem of tracking T targets in clutter with N s sensors. At discrete time intervals, observations are made, each observation consisting of measurements (also called reports or returns) from several sensors. Each measurement can originate from at most one target. Some sensors may not provide measurements at every interval. Some of the measurements arise from targets, and some arise from clutter; some targets may not yield any measurements at all in a particular observation or for a particular sensor. Measurement errors due to measurements from one sensor are assumed to be independent of those from another sensor.
Let x mean and known covariance matrices, Q t (k). With N s sensors, let m i;k ; i = 1; 2; : : :; N s , be the number of reports from each sensor i at time k, i.e., at the time of the kth observation. It is common practice to use a pre-correlation gating process to eliminate some of the returns 2]; in that case, m i;k denotes the number of validated returns from sensor i at time k. The target originated measurements, if there are any, are determined by (k) are known. For a given target t and sensor i, it is not known which measurement l (1 l m i;k ) originates from the target. That is the problem of data association whereby it is necessary to determine which measurements originate from which targets (see 2, 6, 7] for more background). In any time interval, a target can give rise to at most one measurement from a particular sensor. Measurements not originating from targets are known as false measurements (i.e., clutter), and we assume that false measurements are uniformly distributed throughout the surveillance re- (kjk) represent the tth track at the global processor at time k. The tth track at the local processor may not correspond to the tth track at the global processor, that is, they may represent di erent targets. The goal of distributed sensor fusion is for the global processor to associate local tracks with current global tracks and compute \good" target state estimates based upon the associations made. The local processors may use di erent data association and estimation algorithms for tracking the targets. The global processor receives local track records from multiple local tracking systems every processing interval. These local tracks are used to form and update global tracks. It is assumed for simplicity that the processing intervals of all local tracking systems and the global tracking system are time synchronized.
Measurement Reconstruction
One of the major issues in distributed fusion is accounting for the correlation between di erent local processor estimates for a common target. Although the measurement errors are independent across sensors, the local processors' track estimates are correlated due to the common process noise in the target dynamics. To appropriately account for this correlation in the estimation process, the cross-covariances between di erent track estimates must be computed. Since the calculation of these cross-covariances is quite involved and not practical, other approaches to distributed fusion are usually necessary. Moreover, computing the cross-covariances still does not yield optimal results, although they are generally very close to optimal. If the local processors are employing Kalman lters and the covariance estimates from that lter are provided to the global processor as part of the track information, then optimal estimates can be formed without computing the crosscovariances 4]. (Here, optimal indicates that the distributed fusion results are identical or achieve the upper bound in performance of centralized fusion.) In this section, we derive a measurement reconstruction approach that is basically a generalization of this method of 4]. The measurement reconstruction approach bypasses the correlation problem by reconstructing pseudomeasurements, whose errors are independent across local processors. This independence allows global processing of the reconstructed pseudomeasurments to be less computationally complex than processing the dependent local track estimates. Second, the measurement reconstruction technique o ers a very general algorithmic structure that allows several of the previously developed centralized fusion algorithms to be easily adapted for use in the distributed tracking architecture of Figure 2 , regardless of the data association and estimation algorithms used by the local and global processors. The reconstructed measurements are called pseudomeasurements since the results of reconstruction may not be actual measurements, depending upon the data association process used at the local processing level. In the case where the Nearest Neighbor (NN) 2, 6, 7] algorithm is used by the local processor, the reconstructed measurements are the actual measurements used in the local estimation algorithm. When the Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) 2, 12, 14] or Mixture Reduction (MR) 15, 16, 17] algorithms are used at the local processing level, however, the results of reconstruction do not yield actual measurements, but weighted averages of the original measurements.
At the local processors, the state estimates are computed aŝ Where complete Kalman ltering is performed at the local processors, the global processor may still be able to deduce the gain matrices K t i (k) if it has enough information about the local processing algorithms. Assuming that the local processors are using a NN approach for data association, if the global processor has information about 1. the sensor noise covariances and the assumed plant noise covariances of the local processors, 2. when tracks are initiated by the local processors and the initial covariances assigned by the local processors to the newly initiated tracks, and 3. for each track, whether or not a measurement has been used for updating the local estimate, then the global processor can compute the Kalman gains that the local processors must have used. Item 1 above can usually be easily satis ed since the sensor noise and plant noise covariances are typically constant values or tables. For item 2, the initiation time of tracks by the local processors can often be estimated based on when the local processors rst report each track to the global processor. The initial track covariances assigned by the local processors can be approximated using estimated steadystate Kalman lter covariances for the tracks. (These can easily be computed o -line and stored given the assumed plant and sensor covariances of item 1.)
The required information for item 3 is readily available in the form of a scalar track quality measure that is often reported in many distributed fusion systems. Track quality is generally a positive integer that is increased by 1 in a time interval if a measurement is associated to the local track; and it is decreased by 1 if no measurement is associated with the track 13]. These are the two possibilities that can occur with NN data association, and hence, the transmission of this scalar track quality index enables the global processor to accurately compute the local processor covariances. Given the information for items 1-3 above, the local Kalman gain matrices can be computed as 2, 3]
where
are the measurement prediction or innovations covariances and
are the local prediction and update track covariances.
In tracking systems where Kalman ltering is used by the local processors and where insu cient information is available at the global processor, the gain matrices K t i (k) do need to be transmitted from local to global processors in order to apply the measurement reconstruction technique. In such systems, the transmission requirements are greater. However, in environments with high clutter densities, transmitting the K t i (k) may still require less information to be transmitted than in centralized fusion architectures. The above discussion assumed the use of NN data association algorithms at the local processors. In the case where JPDA or MR data association algorithms are used by the local processors, the minimal amount of information that must be transmitted in order to enable the global processor to compute the local Kalman gains K t i (k) is at least as much data as just transmitting the K t i (k) matrices directly. Hence, the K t i (k) matrices need to be transmitted when JPDA or MR is used by the local processors. It is clear that the performance of the pseudomeasurement reconstruction approach is dependent upon the accuracy of the information the global processor has about the way in which the local processors operate. Examples of possible inaccuracies that may occur are the global processor incorrectly estimating the initiation times of the local tracks or assuming incorrect plant and/or sensor noise covariances. We will present Monte Carlo simulation results in section 5 showing the e ects of some of these inaccuracies.
Pseudomeasurement Fusion
Once the measurement reconstruction process has been performed, many centralized fusion algorithms can be adapted and used by the global processor (in the distributed architecture) for fusing the pseudomeasurements. There are a few subtleties in applying the centralized fusion algorithms in the global processor of the distributed architecture. Unlike centralized tracking, at the global processor in distributed tracking, there are no missing detections or false alarms. If there is a missing detection at the local processor level, then the local estimate is the local prediction If there are false alarms, then these are correctly ignored or mistakenly used in the estimation process when NN is used at the local processing level. Or, the false alarms are averaged with the real measurements to form the local estimates of the targets when JPDA or MR is used at the local processing level. After measurement reconstruction, there is one pseudomeasurement due to each local processor for each target in its surveillance region. LetẐ(k) denote the set of , is di erent from that computed in (7). The S tG i matrix is the innovations covariance of errors between pseudomeasurements from local processor i with the t G th global track, whereas the S t i matrix of (7) was the innovations covariance of errors between pseudomeasurements from local processor i and the tth local track from that processor. , respectively. Assuming the global processor has information about the local sensor noise covariances (R i ) and measurement matrices (H i ), the global innovations matrices S tG i can be computed.
Simulation Results
In this section, we present some simulation results demonstrating the performance of the measurement reconstruction approach to distributed fusion. In all the simulations, the local processors employ (global) NN data association and Kalman ltering algorithms. Two types of scenarios were used: crossing targets and splitting targets. The crossing targets scenarios consist of two, four, or six targets ying in crossing trajectories as illustrated in Figure 3 . The targets move with a constant velocity of 600 knots, and the crossing angle is = 30 degrees. The splitting targets scenario is depicted in Figure 4 . Two, four, or six targets initially y in parallel at a constant velocity of 600 knots and d = 2:5 nautical miles apart from each other. Then, they performs 2g turns away from each other and y at 45 degrees from their original direction. Simulations were run for using either two or four identical sensors. Tracking was done in two-dimensions (x and y), x and y measurements were simulated with measurement error standard deviations of 0.0625 in each direction, and plant noise standard de- If a track is updated (with a sensor report at the local processor, or with local track reports at the global processor), the TQ is incremented by 1 (up to 7). Otherwise, the TQ is decremented by 1 (down to 0). A track is automatically dropped if its TQ reaches 0. In Figure 5 , a comparison of the performances of the measurement reconstruction approach at the global processor with various data association algorithms ((global) NN, JPDA, and MR) is given for the target crossing scenario. Kalman ltering is used in all cases. The upper set of curves corresponds to two sensors being used, and the lower set represents four sensors being used. Thus, from the smaller mean square errors yielded by the four sensor cases, we see that additional sensors yield better tracking performance. The JPDA method is a limiting case of the MR method when the maximum number of modes retained at each interval is one 15, 17] . The curves labeled MR-n use the MR data association algorithm with a maximumof n modes retained from interval to interval. From the results, we see that as more modes are retained in the MR approach, the performance improves. Figure 6 shows corresponding results for the target splitting scenario. Note that the normalized MSE's are larger than one in some cases. This is due to the fact that for the single sensor case over which the normalization is performed, the splitting maneuver is modeled in the lter algorithm, whereas the maneuver is not modeled for the multisensor simulations. However, the relative performances of the various algorithms still provide useful information, and we see that the relative performances of the NN, JPDA, and MR algorithms are similar as for the target crossing scenario. From these simulation results, we see that the measurement reconstruction approach to distributed fusion gives performance improvement over the case of a single sensor. However, the improvement in the MR approach as the number of modes increases in Figures 5 and 6 is not as signi cant as observed with centralized fusion 15]. As more modes are retained in MR, the performance improves especially when there are higher target and clutter densities. Thus, we expect and see in Figures 5 and 6 that more improvement is achieved when there are larger clusters of targets. However, the improvement is not as signi cant as in centralized fusion (where raw measurements are combined), because in distributed fusion target estimates are being merged by the global processor and all tracks received from the local processors are assumed to correspond to actual targets. That is, there are no false alarms (clutter).
From Figures 5 and 6 , note that using NN gives smaller errors than with JPDA. JPDA usually outperforms NN in centralized fusion performance comparisons when there are high clutter densities; but again, in distributed fusion, this advantage is lost, as there are no false alarms. We also performed simulations investigating the robustness of the measurement reconstruction approach to modeling errors when attempting to reconstruct covariances when they are not transmitted. Two types of reconstruction error are considered, and the JPDA algorithm is used at the global processor. First, simulation results delineating errors caused by incorrect information at the global processor about the assumed plant noise covariances used at the local processors are shown in Figure 7 . The splitting target scenario was run with the plant noise covariances assumed by the global processor to be 1/16 to 16 times that of the assumed plant noise covariances used by the local processors. From the simulation results, we see the tracking performance is much less sensitive to underestimating the assumed plant noise covariances at the local processor than to overestimating them. Second, results of simulations evaluating the e ect of track initiation timing errors are presented in Figure 8 . In these simulations, the breakout scenario is used and the global processor incorrectly estimates when the tracks are initiated at the local processors by 1-5 scans (seconds). Due to the asymptotic behavior of the lter gains, we see that the errors are not signi cant. Even though the timing error causes an initial di erence in the gains used by the global processor to form the pseudomeasurements from those used by the local 
and the communication requirements, M d , for the distributed architecture of Figure 2 is
where N R is the number of local processors, which is equal to N s for the architecture of Figure 2 . Table 1 : Trends in the computational complexity of data fusion algorithms using a centralized processing architecture.
number of sensors. However, it is unclear as to the di erences in`optimality' between the parallel and sequential implementations; this is a topic of future work. For a distributed architecture as in Figure 2 , each local processor performs measurement-level fusion using measurements from a single sensor. For the various data association algorithms, the computational complexity growth for each local processor with the number of targets and measurements is as indicated in the columns for T i and m i;k in Table 1 . The computational complexity at the central processor of the distributed architecture is less than would be required in a centralized architecture primarily because of the reduced amount of information it receives. Table 1 still appropriately summarizes the computational complexity at the global processor of a distributed architecture, with m i;k and N s being replaced with T i and N R , respectively. At the central processor of the distributed architecture, the number of pseudomeasurements from each local processor is T i compared to m i;k measurements for a centralized architecture. That is, the number of pseudomeasurements due to each local processor is equal to the number of targets in its surveillance region which is usually much smaller than the number of original raw measurements m i;k . For a distributed architecture, N s in the last column of Table 1 is replaced with N R , the number of local processors. For the architecture of Figure 2 , N R is equal to N s (but for the more general architecture of Figure 1 , N R < N s ). In summary, the computational complexity for the global processor in distributed fusion is less than for centralized fusion. How much less depends upon the data association algorithms used. For both the JPDA and MR algorithms, where there is exponential complexity growth with the number of \reports", the computational savings are hence exponential since the number of \re-ports" received at the central processor of a distributed architecture is less than that for a centralized architecture. The computational savings become signi cant in in high clutter environments, where m i;k >> T i .
Conclusion
A measurement reconstruction approach to distributed sensor fusion has been presented that allows previously developed centralized fusion techniques to be easily adapted for distributed fusion. The assumptions and requirements of measurement reconstruction have been discussed and in typical circumstances can be easily accomodated. Simulation results presented indicate that the measurement reconstruction approach is a useful method for distributed fusion. A comparison of the communication transmission requirements and the computational complexity of this distributed fusion approach with centralized fusion shows that communication and computational savings in distributed fusion are greatest and can be extremely signi cant in high clutter environments. There still remain many theoretical and practical questions regarding the measurement reconstruction approach to distributed fusion. More simulation studies are needed to delineate how well this approach performs for a wider range of scenarios and for other data association (JPDA and MR) and estimation algorithms ( xed gain lters) being used by the local processors. Further, it would be worthwhile to compare the pseudomeasurement approach with other distributed fusion algorithms speci cally derived when local processors use a certain set of data association and ltering algorithms.
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